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ABSTRACT
Retail establishments want to know about traffic flow and patterns
of activity in order to better arrange and staff their business. A
large number of fixed video cameras are commonly installed at
these locations. While they can be used to observe activity in the
retail environment, assigning personnel to this is too time consuming to be valuable for retail analysis. We have developed video processing and visualization techniques that generate presentations
appropriate for examining traffic flow and changes in activity at
different times of the day. Taking the results of video tracking software as input, our system aggregates activity in different regions of
the area being analyzed, determines the average speed of moving
objects in the region, and segments time based on significant
changes in the quantity and/or location of activity. Visualizations
present the results as heat maps to show activity and object counts
and average velocities overlaid on the map of the space.

One goal of collecting data from sensors is to understand patterns
of activity in the area being monitored. Such an understanding is
useful for predicting future activity. For example, where activity is
periodic (e.g. activity that varies in a daily or weekly pattern),
identifying anomalous activity (e.g. activity outside of the norm for
a given period), and for post-hoc analysis of activity.
We previously worked on a project for a large Japanese post office
to determine traffic patterns of customers and employees. We have
since applied our work on video monitoring for the analysis of
video from multiple cameras in multiple locations [2] to that problem. We calibrated the cameras in the post office and projected
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1. INTRODUCTION
Retail analysis involves the identification of patterns of shopper
behavior that are then used to make better use of the retail space
and staff. Accurate retail analysis has traditionally involved a
human-intensive process of observing customers’ movements to
determine misused space or staff placement. RFID and other sensor technologies are currently being deployed in some environments to gain customer movement data without requiring human
observation. Automatic analysis of video from installed cameras is
another means for determining activity.
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Figure 1. Camera views and floor plan of post office.

tracked people onto the
floor plan (see Figure 1).
We use the object-tracking data from the video
monitoring component to
segment time based on
activity. Once recognized,
these time segments are
used to generate visualizations to aid the comprehension of changes in
activity over time and as
indices into the source
data (i.e. video). While
others have visualized
activity in the form of
heat maps, our novel contribution is the automatic
temporal segmentation
based on the activity patterns detected by several
cameras or sensors and
the visualization of those
segments.

2. RELATED
WORK

Figure 2. The FXPAL DOTS system with temporally segmented activity heat maps.
Work related to supporting retail analysis using surveillance video falls into two categoPrior work to support retail analysis has used the list of items at
ries: methods for segmenting video based on classification of
checkout to infer a path through the store for each customer [8].
object movement and methods for presenting overviews of activity
Such inferred paths miss any information about items the customin video.
ers looked at but did not buy and the paths are likely to differ from
the actual paths followed. Larson and colleagues use RFIDs
Segmentation of video based on the motion of a single object is
attached to shopping carts to get around such limitations and to
commonplace for video streams. Some of these segmentation algocluster paths to identify several typical behaviors [3]. Instead of
rithms classify the type of motion to segment the video [1, 5]. Anarequiring additional infrastructure, our approach leverages existing
lyzing quantities of stored video to learn common object motion
infrastructure such as video cameras.
patterns so that the motion of a specific object can be classified has
also been examined [7, 9]. The goal of segmentation in the prior
Our prior work on multi-camera video monitoring uses a geometwork is to locate and characterize activity of individual tracked
ric model of the space and object tracking in video to follow
objects’ movement across cameras [10]. This process results in a
objects, not to characterize the aggregate activity of all objects. As
representation of the objects moving and their locations over time
such, none of this work segments video content based on differ(see Figure 2). Given this, we have developed tools for supporting
ences in aggregate behavior.
retail analysis without additional infrastructure.
An exception is the work of Santini [6], who analyzes aggregate
behavior of objects in video frames to help road traffic monitoring
3. TECHNICAL DETAILS
in metropolitan areas. There is no use of the analysis to segment
Segmenting time based on activity can be simple in a single-sensor
time based on different aggregate behavior.
or single-camera context. Motion in the field of view of the camera
Work on presenting overviews of activity in video does have the
or other sensor can be quantized and that motion can be used to
goal of visualizing aggregate behavior. The visualization of the
segment the data feed. In the case of sensor networks, such as
video surveillance systems, where dozens or hundreds of cameras
segmented video in our system is similar to Pingali’s use of heat
cover large spaces, measures of activity need to become more commaps as a retrieval interface for video [4]. Pingali does not attempt
plicated. This is because having a single measure of activity in the
to segment the video based on activity and does not present differspace, such as the sum of activity across all sensors, misses distincent visualizations for different time intervals, nor do their heat
tive patterns of activity, and will potentially equate 10 people movmaps provide menus for selection among activity at a location.
ing around the area as a whole with 10 people moving in one
Additionally, our presentation of traffic counts and average velocspecific area.
ity are not found in the above visualizations.

This system models the geographic space being monitored, in particular it divides the space monitored into a grid, and looks at
changes in activity within each portion of the grid to determine
time segments. In practice, this is comparing histograms of activity, where the activity value for each portion of the grid is one element in a histogram.
The approach to segmenting the period of analysis into distinctive
time windows involves three stages: identifying activity in video,
recording and spreading this activity in time and space, and recognizing boundaries in the activity patterns. Finally, the segments are
the basis of user interface design for visualizing and accessing
activity in the sensor data.

3.1 Identifying Activity in Video
Identifying and locating activity in the space covered by the surveillance video is the first step. Measures of activity could be collected from many sources, e.g. RFID events, heat or sound sensors,
or pressure plates. While this system uses previously described
algorithms for identifying moving objects in video and their location [10], the only requirement of the system is to have <location,
time> pairs for activity in the space.

3.2 Spreading Activity in Time and Space
The activity in a space is highly variable. This variance makes the
raw object counts and locations noisy in terms of trying to recognize periods of activity. To reduce the effect of this variance when
trying to recognize distinctive periods of activity, the system
spreads recognized activity across time and space.
To spread activity over time, the time dimension is divided into
small chunks (e.g. 5 minute chunks) and any observed activity is
spread over time in a one-dimensional distribution (e.g. Poisson
distribution over the 30 minutes surrounding the observed event).
Alternative chunk lengths, distribution functions, and distribution
lengths could be used.
To spread activity in space, observed activity is allocated to the
geographic elements near the observation. Our geographic model
is a simple grid. To allocate activity to the grid, each observation of
an object is spread over two-dimensional area with the center being
the computed position of the object. If the area resides completely
in one grid element then 100% of the object’s activity being attributed to that element. Otherwise the portion of the area that is in
each grid element is assigned to that element.

3.3 Boundaries in Activity Patterns
The recognition of boundaries can begin once the observed activity
has been spread across time and space. The system identifies
boundaries at intervals equivalent to the chunk size used to spread
activity over time (5 minutes in our case). Multiples of this size
could also be used.
The system first compares the activity in a fixed period prior to the
potential boundary to the activity in the same length period after
the potential boundary. This computation occurs for each grid element. The computed prior and after activity is a weighted sum of
the activity allocated to a number of time windows prior and after
the potential boundary, respectively. Currently, the system uses an
even weighting of the six prior and following time chunks. The difference between these two values for a grid element is the change

Figure 3. Temporally segmented activity heat maps.
in activity for that grid element at that time. The sum of the absolute differences across all grid elements is a measure of change in
activity across the space as a whole at that time.
Once the change in activity of the whole space has been calculated
at each potential boundary, we locate peaks in this measure to
select boundaries. The selection of boundaries is such that no
boundary can be within a predefined minimum segment length of
another boundary, 60 minutes in our case. We ignore any peaks
within the predefined minimum segment length of the selected
boundary or within the predefined minimum segment length of a
higher-level change peak that was not selected as a boundary. Once
peaks have been filtered based on this rule, the time period is segmented based on the remaining peaks that are above a predefined
minimum activity level.

3.4 Visualizing and Accessing Activity Patterns
Once time has been segmented into periods based on activity, these
segments are used in an interactive visualization to facilitate comprehension of changes in activity over time.
The visualization consists of heat maps of activity in the different
time segments. The visualization of activity in each heat map is
normalized based on the length of the time segment. In this way,
the same average level of activity over time between segments of
different length will appear the same in the visualization. These
heat maps are also used to provide indices into the video at the start
of a segment and to activity at a location during a time segment.
Because of the easily accessible data from more than 20 cameras in
constant operation, we performed most experiments with FXPAL’s
DOTS video monitoring system (see Figure 2). The heat maps are
in the pane on the left. Figure 3 shows a close up of the heat maps.
The time period is shown on the heat map and users can click on a
point in the heat map to select cameras that can see that location

Figure 4. Overlays displaying average speeds and counts.
and start playback of video at the beginning of that time segment.
We also provide overlays for busy parts of the heat maps that display average walking speeds and the number of people passing by
that point during the time interval (see Figure 4).
To understand locations of activity, users may select among the
activity at a location during the time segment. To support this, the
activity at that location in the time segment is clustered and presented as a hierarchy of pie menus. Figure 5 shows a menu for
selecting activity at a particular location during the time period.
Clustering of activity at a location can be based on time, as in this
example, or based on characteristics of the activity (e.g. the person,
the color of the object, the type of motion).

4. CONCLUSIONS
Presenting sensor data collected over long periods of time in a
short run-time presentation requires techniques for selecting and
visualizing data. By recognizing time segments with distinctive
activity patterns, systems can better present overviews of activity
over time. For example, the overview can be used to recognize the
different patterns of motion between two time periods such as
before work and lunch time. Our technique divides the area
covered by sensors into regions and calculates a measure of
activity for each region. When overall activity changes, or when a
significant proportion of activity moves from one region to
another, our approach will generate a segment boundary in the time
period being evaluated. These time segments are used as both
indices into the sensor data and to provide visualizations to support
humans analyzing the activity. As an example visualization, we
present a series of heat maps showing the activity patterns in the
time periods identified by the segmentation approach. Clicking on
a heat map sets the playback of the sensor data to the period of
time selected and selects sensors that provide data for the location
of the mouse click.
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